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1. What is the Waste Problem?

2. Personal & Council Motivators.

3. The EU Directive: “Waste Hierarchy”.

4. Incineration – “A Waste of Waste”.

5. Better Solutions for our future generations.



The Waste Problem
We all create the waste problem by buying
things. Economic activity creates products
that, eventually, all become “waste”.

The UK creates 30 million tonnes of domestic
waste per year - about ½ tonne per person.
In the past, we just filled up old quarries with
rubbish, which creates methane (25 times more

powerful for global warming than CO2) and chemical
pollution into our land, rivers and seas. More
importantly, this wastes valuable future
material resources – “a Waste of Waste”.
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South West Devon Recycling Rates
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Different areas have different rates…    South Hams 55% - Plymouth 30%
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If all areas recycled to German Recycling rates of 75% there would
be 100,000 tonnes per year less waste to deal with.



Contents of a "Black Bag"
or "Residual Waste"

Glass Paper Card Cans Textiles
Plastics Organic Other

What is in the Un-Recycled “Black Bag”?

Contents of a "Black Bag"
or "Residual Waste"

Glass Paper Card Cans Textiles
Plastics Organic Other

About 50% of this waste could have been recycled…

if it were not mixed and contaminated by the householder.



Black Bag waste can have VALUE…
if it contains only Clean Recyclates

Paper        + £30/t

Metals      + £200/t

Plastic      +£300/t

Glass        + £20/t

Paper        + £30/t

Metals      + £200/t

Plastic      +£300/t

Glass        + £20/t

Average Value

£50/t



But add a Doggy-Poo & a Banana Skin
and it creates “Mixed Waste” = A COST!

Paper      + £30/t

Metals     + £200/t

Plastic     +£300/t

Glass + £20/t
X

Paper      + £30/t

Metals     + £200/t

Plastic     +£300/t

Glass + £20/t
X

Disposal Cost

£75/t
So…   Mixing Waste Streams should be Discouraged… & Recycling Rewarded.



Motivation?      The Tale of two households:-

Household   A
Retired Couple, living in a large House.

Keen Recyclers (75%)

Waste collection Payment1 £200

Value of Recyclates2 (3/4 t) + £35
Black Bag Disposal Costs3 (1/4 t) - £20

They Subsidises the non-recyclers by
£215

Household  B
Family of 6, living in small city house.

No recycling.

Waste collection Payment            £100

Value of Recyclates           (0 t)       +  £0
Black Bag Disposal Costs  (3 t) - £225

They get £125 of their waste disposal
Paid for by Others.

…..And waste valuable resources!
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So… what motivation is there to recycle or reducing waste?

Should Councils incentivise the recycler, and penalise the co-mingler?
Based on each person creating about 500Kg waste per year - 150kg Organic, 100kg Paper & Card, 75kg Glass, 25kg Metal,
25Kg Plastic & 2.5kg Un-recyclable. 1. Proportion of Council Tax spent on waste disposal is about 10% of taxes paid, which
is based on size of house, not waste collected. 2. Recyclates values at market prices – recycling company gets the value.
3. “Black bag” Council waste disposal cost at, say, £75/tonne .



What are the Motivators?
For us, the rate payers?

There is no motivation to reduce our waste – in fact, we are even
encouraged to “consume” more to keep the economy going!

The attitude is: “I’ve paid my taxes – it’s the Council’s job to take
it away”!

For us, the rate payers?

There is no motivation to reduce our waste – in fact, we are even
encouraged to “consume” more to keep the economy going!

The attitude is: “I’ve paid my taxes – it’s the Council’s job to take
it away”!

For the Council?

The Council has a “duty of care” to remove your waste, regardless
of the volume, so they view waste as an expensive “problem”.

Unfortunately, when Councils try to get us to reduce waste, and
recycle more, they get no help from the popular press….



The wrong press!
This Council is doing the right thing…

…but the press make into a “negative” story…

Now if these “moaners” were PAID for the value of the
recycled materials …. would that make a “positive” story?



So what does the Council do?…

Because the  “duty of care” forces the Council to bear all the
costs of waste disposal….

• The Council, therefore, sees waste as a Problem and a Cost.

• The Council, therefore, wants a simple solution… “We just
want to pay somebody to take it away, without us having to
manage any complex business”.

• Economies of scale force “big thinking” – one company – one
solution.

• Incineration gets rid of rubbish in one process, produces
energy and reduces landfill volume. A simple choice???…

Because the  “duty of care” forces the Council to bear all the
costs of waste disposal….

• The Council, therefore, sees waste as a Problem and a Cost.

• The Council, therefore, wants a simple solution… “We just
want to pay somebody to take it away, without us having to
manage any complex business”.

• Economies of scale force “big thinking” – one company – one
solution.

• Incineration gets rid of rubbish in one process, produces
energy and reduces landfill volume. A simple choice???…

But the wrong one….



EU: Waste Framework Directive*

The Waste Hierarchy

1. Prevention – Use fewer materials & design out waste.

2. Re-Use - Repair, maintain & re-use without re-processing.

3. Recycle – Re-use materials in another form or purpose.

4. Recover – Extract secondary value; e.g. Energy

5. Disposal – Last resort when everything else has been done.

Landfill sites are nearly full and so there are now increasing EU &
government penalties of hundreds of pounds per tonne for dumping into
landfill. So, to encourage better use of our waste materials, the “Waste
Hierarchy” has been made into European Law.

1. Prevention – Use fewer materials & design out waste.

2. Re-Use - Repair, maintain & re-use without re-processing.

3. Recycle – Re-use materials in another form or purpose.

4. Recover – Extract secondary value; e.g. Energy

5. Disposal – Last resort when everything else has been done.

ZERO
* Also fully adopted by UK Government



Given the Waste Hierarchy, what should we do
with our Domestic Waste?

Incineration is the Worst thing to do!



What is Wrong with Incineration?
• Because it is one huge plant, consuming around 300,000 tonnes per

year, it has to collect waste from a very large area therefore
creating transport congestion and pollution.

• Destroys materials that could be re-used.
• Spreads toxic materials throughout its entire output.
• Wastes heat drying wet food waste, before it can be burnt.
• Wastes heat on non-burnables (metal, glass, stone etc).
• Creates 15% very toxic chimney “Fly Ash”.
• Creates 25% semi-toxic (leachable) landfill “Bottom Ash”.
• Creates finely-distributed airborne pollution over 20Km+ area.
• Most plants waste 60% of the heat created.
• Having an incinerator DISCOURAGES recycling.
• Locks Councils into an already old technology for DECADES to come,

with expensive penalty clauses and notorious PFI contracts.
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Alternative Energy (EfW) Processes
Incineration Companies are seduced into making energy because the Government
encourages the making of “Energy from Waste” by incorrectly classifying waste as a
“Sustainable” fuel and paying subsidies for this energy. But direct burning is the worst
use of this fuel as there are a host of alternative ways, which are cleaner, provide
better uses, are more efficient and and have a smaller carbon footprint.

Incineration is
the WORST

option



Incineration is the Worst use of waste;
what should Motivate us instead?

1. Treat waste as a valuable “Resource” and make the best use
of ALL the materials.

2. Process waste near to its creation – the  “Proximity Principle”
- to reduce transport energy use and traffic pollution.

3. Provide heat & electricity back to the community – not
corporate coffers.

4. Reduce Pollution to (virtually) ZERO, to keep our world
environmentally safe for generations to come.
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What Should be done?
Nationally & Locally

• Reduce waste creation, by product design and law.

• Educate to stop mixing of waste materials in the home.

• Increase “kerbside” recycling facilities.

• Give Council Tax “credits” for recycled materials.

• Deduct credits for mixed waste “black bags”.

• Deal with waste more locally.

• Give clear recycling guidance on all materials.

• Use food waste for Anaerobic Digestion.
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What Should be done?
To process our waste

 Advanced Materials Recovery Facilities to separate material
streams from mixed waste.

 Anaerobic Digestion for soft organic waste.

 Autoclaves for clinical, sanitary & dog waste.

 Gasifiers for solid organic waste to produce heat and
electricity.

 Use Plasmafication to reduce all final residues to safe, inert,
materials.

Use a series of various different processes to sort mixed waste into separate
product streams. This would produce the most advantageous energy output
and reduce the final residues into totally non-toxic solids that can be used for
construction, or put safely into landfill sites.

 Advanced Materials Recovery Facilities to separate material
streams from mixed waste.

 Anaerobic Digestion for soft organic waste.

 Autoclaves for clinical, sanitary & dog waste.

 Gasifiers for solid organic waste to produce heat and
electricity.

 Use Plasmafication to reduce all final residues to safe, inert,
materials.





This process uses  a
series of conveyor belts
with a wide variety of
materials separating
techniques to extract
individual materials
streams.   This is used as
the primary sorting
process for more
specialised, secondary
processing units.

Waste Processing Stages
“MRF” - Materials Recovery Facility

This process uses  a
series of conveyor belts
with a wide variety of
materials separating
techniques to extract
individual materials
streams.   This is used as
the primary sorting
process for more
specialised, secondary
processing units.

For a good explanatory video visit:-
http://www.bywaters.co.uk Click on <Services> <MRF> <View a video>



Waste Processing Stages
“AD” - Anaerobic Digestion

• AD uses food and soft
organic waste which is
“digested”, in the
absence of oxygen, by
organisms that are
typically found in a
cow’s stomach, to
create methane which
is burnt to create heat
and electricity.

• The output is compost
that is used for
agriculture.
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Waste Processing Stages
Gasification (Pyrolysis).

Gasification is not a new idea – it made “town gas” for gas supplies for
decades until North Sea Gas came on-stream. Every time you strike a
match, you initiate the gasification process, but burn the gas created,
rather than collecting it.

Industrial Pyrolysis.

Hard woody materials
are fed into a closed
container that is heated
to “pyrolyse” the
material into gases
which are collected,
cleaned, and fed to
engines to generate
heat and electricity.

Industrial Pyrolysis.

Hard woody materials
are fed into a closed
container that is heated
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heat and electricity.



A typical Gasification plant



Waste Processing Stages
Plasmafication.

A plasma is a very high
temperature (5,000 degrees)
arc that dissociates chemicals
into their component atoms,
thereby destroying all toxic
products left over from every
other waste treatment process.

The output is a solid glass-like
material, that is only 1% of the
waste processed, that is
essentially inert and can be
used for making building
products like bricks, or
foundation hardcore.

Waste in Clean Gas Out

APP’s Plasma Demonstration Unit in Swindon

A plasma is a very high
temperature (5,000 degrees)
arc that dissociates chemicals
into their component atoms,
thereby destroying all toxic
products left over from every
other waste treatment process.

The output is a solid glass-like
material, that is only 1% of the
waste processed, that is
essentially inert and can be
used for making building
products like bricks, or
foundation hardcore.

5,000 degrees

Glass
“Plasmaroc”

For a BBC Spotlight explanatory video see:-
YouTube  and Search  <VTS 04 0 0>  (include spaces; by RoundhouseWP)



We Cannot Go On Wasting Waste
What can be done?

• Lobby for less wasteful packaging.

• Lobby against “planned obsolescence”.

• Don’t buy trivial/short lifetime products.

• Raise the “waste of waste” debate with friends & neighbours.

• Educate about alternative waste processing possibilities.

• Lead by example – recycle as much as possible.

• Lobby your local MP & Councillors when Waste issues arise.

• Support Alternatives to Incinerators.

The creation of our current waste problem has occurred within just one
lifetime. If we want a planet fit for generations to come, we must treat
this waste problem with a great deal of careful thought and not “Waste
Waste”.

• Lobby for less wasteful packaging.

• Lobby against “planned obsolescence”.

• Don’t buy trivial/short lifetime products.

• Raise the “waste of waste” debate with friends & neighbours.

• Educate about alternative waste processing possibilities.

• Lead by example – recycle as much as possible.

• Lobby your local MP & Councillors when Waste issues arise.

• Support Alternatives to Incinerators.


